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Abstract. This paper presents a framework for providing dynamically deploy-
able services in ubiquitous computing settings. The framework attaches physi-
cal entities and spaces with application-specific services to support and annotate
them. By using RFID-based tracking systems, it detects the locations of physical
entities, such as people or things, and deploys services bound to the entities at
proper computing devices near the locations of the entities. It enables location-
based services to be implemented as mobile agents and operated at stationary or
mobile computing devices, which are at appropriate locations, even if the ser-
vices do not have any location-information. The paper also describes a prototype
implementation of the framework and several practical applications.

1 Introduction

As Mark Weiser envisioned [20], a goal of ubiquitous computing is to provide various
services by making multiple computers available throughout the physical environment,
but, in effect, making them invisible to the user. Another goal of ubiquitous comput-
ing is for it to integrate the physical world with cyberspace. Actually, perceptual tech-
nologies have made it possible to detect the presence or positions of people and any
other object we care to think about. Context-awareness, in particular user-awareness
and location-awareness, is becoming an essential feature of services that assist our ev-
eryday lives in ubiquitous computing environments.

However, ubiquitous computing devices are not suitable for providing multiple-
purpose and personalized services, because most devices tend to have limited storage
and processing capacity and are thus incapable of internally maintaining a variety of
software and profile databases on the users. In fact, although there have been many at-
tempts to develop location-based services thus far, most existing location-based systems
have inherently focused on particular services, such as user navigation for visualizing
locations on maps and information providing the information relevant to the user’s cur-
rent location. As a result, it is difficult for these systems to support other services for
which they were not initially designed. Furthermore, they are often implemented in
an ad-hoc manner with centralized management. Therefore, they cannot dynamically
reconfigure themselves when new services are needed.

This paper presents a framework for deploying and operating location-based ap-
plications to solve these problems and this is based on two key ideas. The first is to
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